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Colonial Language in Two Tempests

	Language and literature are the most subtle and seductive tools of domination. They gradually shape thoughts and attitudes on an almost subconscious level. Perhaps Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak states this condition most succinctly in her essay "The Burden of English" when she writes, "Literature buys your assent in an almost clandestine way...for good or ill, as medicine or poison, perhaps always a bit of both"(137). By examining Shakespeare's "The Tempest" and Cesaire's "A Tempest", the diabolic and diagnostic functions of language and literature can be explored. Both plays place characters who are foreign to each other in equally unknown and foreign environments. Shakespeare allows Prospero the sorcerer to dominate his foreign environment and all who inhabit it, while Caliban in Cesaire's play uses the foreign language of his master, Prospero, to stage an open revolt. Placed within a post-colonial context, Cesaire ultimately expands upon the actions and characters created by Shakespeare in order to posit a plausible modern explanation for the role of language and literature in the progression from fictional to actual, all too real, colonies.
	Slavery is a central issue in both plays, especially in defining the relationship between Prospero and Caliban. Prospero, a European of high social and intellectual stature, is placed within an unfamiliar and hostile environment. Caliban befriends Prospero and gives him the necessary skills to survive. In return, Prospero teaches Caliban an European language. Ironically, this knowledge of language provides the basis for both slavery and revolt. Though physically enslaved because of an attempted rape, Shakespeare's Caliban understands that language itself is a greater prison, a plague. Caliban resents Prospero's tyranny; he is only able to articulate his resentment, however, through his learned language. "You taught me language and my profit on't/ Is, I know how to curse" (363-4). Shakespeare's Caliban, though,  is concerned as much with revenge as he is his own freedom. Through his ability to speak a European tongue, Caliban is able to persuade Stephano and Trinculo to attempt to overthrow Prospero. In the end, the attempt fails miserably. Caliban begs for forgiveness and Prospero's power is essentially unchallenged. Prospero as teacher, slave owner, father, and Duke dictates the outcome of the play.
	Cesaire's Caliban uses the same tool, language given to him by Prospero, to subvert Prospero's power and to win his freedom. Like the original, the contemporary Caliban realizes that his education is a sinister form of slavery. Learning Prospero's language means learning to understand and obey orders. He even attributes his alleged attempted rape of Miranda to his education, claiming, "you're the one [Prospero] who put those dirty thoughts in my head" (13). The efforts of Cesaire's Caliban, while full of resentment, are focused primarily on freedom. He wants to rid himself to be free of his name and become X for this very reason. The images of the native as dark, mysterious, primitive, wild, and primally sensual are bound to his given name. These images help to define Prospero and his European mindset, rather than articulating anything authentic about Caliban as a living breathing human being. At the same time Caliban rejects his name, he exploits these images bound to his name to manipulate Stephano and Trinculo. As in the original, though, they fail to pose any legitimate threat to Prospero. Ultimately Caliban realizes that he himself, his trained intellect is the key to his freedom and is the greatest threat to Prospero.
	In this manner, Cesaire levels a potent two-layered critique at colonialism. Colonialism simultaneously dominates those who are colonized and provides them with the means to ultimately rebel against and possibly destroy the colonizer. Within the play Caliban becomes the sharpened stick upon which Prospero will be impaled. Because Caliban is able to exist apart from and manipulate his image as a "native", Prospero acknowledges Caliban as an adversary and a greater threat than all of his European counterparts. Though Prospero remains on the island in a desperate attempt to give his life's work meaning, the seeds of Prospero's ultimate defeat are sown the moment he sets foot on the island. 
	On a more expansive level, it may be possible to place Cesaire and Shakespeare themselves in a relationship not unlike Caliban and Prospero. In a way, Shakespeare has given (taught?) Cesaire a common language. The images and vernacular used by Shakespeare to establish order and control (and later used to justify colonialism) are used by Cesaire, however, to advocate freedom. Rather than being enslaved by the previous literary form, Cesaire's language is liberating. While it may be impossible to separate the poisonous properties of language and literature from the medicinal ones, Cesaire seems to attempt to identify the former and espouse the latter. Though the scope and influence of language and literature may be wider than that of colonialism, the same essential hurtful and hopeful paradox rests at the core of each concept.  
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